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Polygon geometry

In geometry, a polygon is any two-dimensional
shape that: Is made up of three or more straight
lines. Is closed â€“ there are no openings or
breaks in the shape. Has pairs of lines that
connect at the corners or vertices where they form
angles. Has an equal number of sides and interior angles (the angles
inside the polygon)
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What are polygons for kids?



What makes a polygon a regular polygon?



Is a Pentagon a polygon?



What are polygons in math?
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Definition of Polygon - Math Is Fun
https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/polygon.html
Math explained in easy language, plus puzzles, games, quizzes, worksheets and a
forum. For K-12 kids, teachers and parents.

What is a Polygon? - Definition, Shapes & Angles - â€¦
https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-a-polygon-definition...
Definition of a Polygon A polygon is any 2-dimensional shape formed with straight lines.
Triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons, and hexagons are all examples of polygons.

Polygon - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polygon
In elementary geometry, a polygon (/ Ëˆ p É’ l Éª É¡ É’ n /) is a plane figure that is
bounded by a finite chain of straight line segments closing â€¦

Etymology · Classification · Properties and formulas · Generalizations of ...

Definition and examples polygon | define polygon ...
www.icoachmath.com/math_dictionary/polygon.html
Polygon Definition Of Polygon. A polygon is a closed plane figure made up of 3 or more
line segments. More About Polygon. Polygons have special names depending on the
number of lines forming their boundary. For example, a polygon with three sides is called
a triangle. A polygon with four sides is called a quadrilateral.

What is Polygon? - Definition, Facts & Example - Splash
Math
https://www.splashmath.com/math-vocabulary/geometry/polygon
Definition of Polygon explained with real life illustrated examples. Also learn the facts to
easily understand math glossary with fun math worksheet online at Splash Math. Splash
Math is an award winning math program used by â€¦

Polygon - math word definition - Math Open Reference
mathopenref.com/polygon.html
Polygons are one of the most all-encompassing shapes in geometry. From the simple
triangle up through squares, rectangles, trapezoids, to dodecagons and beyond. In the
figure above click on "make regular" and then gradually change the number of sides to
see familiar shapes.

Side Of A Polygon - Definition with Examples - Splash
Math
https://www.splashmath.com/math-vocabulary/geometry/side-of-a-polygon
Definition of Side Of A Polygon explained with real life illustrated examples. Also learn
the facts to easily understand math glossary with fun math worksheet online at Splash
Math.

Geometry Definitions - Learner
https://www.learner.org/courses/learningmath/geometry/keyterms.html
concave polygon. close window. A concave polygon is any polygon with an angle
measuring more than 180°. Concave polygons look like they are collapsed or have one or
more angles dented in. concurrent. close window. When three or more lines meet at a
single point, they are said to be concurrent.

Geometry - definition of geometry by The Free Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/geometry
Define geometry. geometry synonyms, geometry pronunciation, geometry translation,
English dictionary definition of geometry. n. ... a four-sided regular polygon; ...

Polygon | Define Polygon at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/polygon
Polygon definition, a figure, especially a closed plane figure, having three or more,
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polygon definition for kids

math definition of polygon

regular polygon definition for kids

what is a polygon shape

regular polygon geometry definition

polygon geometry problems

polygon names and pictures

polygon angles chart

1 2 3 4 5

Polygon definition, a figure, especially a closed plane figure, having three or more,
usually straight, sides. See more.
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